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Abstract        

This thesis is a qualitative study, case study, of  development of a social web application for Wallyfy. The 

development framework and architectural choices were Microsoft’s ASP.NET with MVC architecture. By 

utilizing the case study methodology this thesis tries to give an understanding of the phenomena, project 

development with the chosen tools, in a natural environment. 

It is noticed that unforeseen variables might affect the development project and the maintainability of 

the application over time. This case study shows that the chosen development framework and the 

architecture enables system developers to meet future changes and demands. 

This thesis also shows that case study research methodology is a good tool to study a real life 

phenomena in its natural environment in software engineering. The case study research is a very wide area 

of research methodology that can be used out of several different perspectives, therefore it is necessary to 

have a clear view of perspective for the research. 
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Introduction 

Case study research is a widely used type of studies in many different areas of research, but when it comes 

to utilizing this type of studies in software engineering it is done more rarely. It is a type of study that 

gives a more qualitative data for a deeper understanding of a specific phenomenon.  

This research utilizes case study research to give an understanding of a specific task in software 

engineering. The theory of case study research and task at hand is presented first to give the reader a 

theoretic basis of how the case study of the researched phenomenon have been implemented. 

1.1 Problem description 

There are several different architectures and programming languages that can be used to develop web 

applications. There is a lot of research emphasizing usage of model driven development. One of the most 

popular implementations is by using MVC architecture for separation of business logic, user interface and 

controller for handling requests. This architectural approach increases the reusability and maintenance of 

the software components. One of the most popular frameworks for implementing this architectural 

approach is by using ASP.NET MVC 5.1  

The choice of utilizing the ASP.NET MVC 5 framework was more of a personal preference of the 

developer and researcher than based on actual statistical facts that proves that it is better than any other 

framework that also utilizes the MVC architecture, such as Ruby on Rails. Before the development 

framework was set for the project different software developer forums were researched for the purpose of 

finding the best framework for the project. There were split opinions on the subject and the developers 

seemed biased towards the framework that they were most familiar with. Since it was difficult to find a 

scientific motivation to which framework to choose it was chosen by personal preference as mentioned 

earlier. 

 

Case studies for this kind of web development projects seem to be too few. This makes it important to 

make these kind of case studies to capture the benefits and shortcomings of real world implementations of 

architectures using specific frameworks. 

1.2 Purpose 

The objective of this case study was to explore how well adapted ASP.Net MVC 5 is as a tool for a real 

life development project of this type. To ensure that the customer really got a product that is intended for 

the organization, and that fulfills the organizational purposes, the development was done using agile 

methods. This way the customer had good insight into the development process, and the developer was 

able to get information at an early stage in case the requirements changed or development deviated from 

what the customer intended due to errors in the requirements specification. 

                                                 
1 Microsoft, ASP.NET MVC 5. http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc5, Last Accessed November 2014.  

 

http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc5
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1.3 Research questions 

 Is the ASP.Net MVC 5 development framework and the MVC architecture a combination that 

will work for development of a social network on Internet? 

 Since the demands on information sharing on the internet are changing, is the combination of 

chosen development framework and architecture capable of meeting the current demands? 

 Due to changes to demands on information sharing changing over time, is the combination of 

chosen development framework and architecture capable of adapting to the future changes that 

might come? 

 Is it possible to handle changes to requirements during the development process? 

 Is it possible to handle changes to requirements that are assigned to a specific layer without also 

having to work with any other layer? 

1.4 Delimitations on the development project 

Due to the time limitation on this research some delimitations had to be made. The requirements had to be 

properly weighted in collaboration with the customer so that the most necessary functionality was properly 

implemented. 

Therefore the focus of development was mostly on the backend part of the application. But effort to 

some extend was put into frontend too so that the research covers the implementation of the chosen 

architecture and development framework to its entire extent. In this manner the case study covered all the 

aspects of the development project in its natural environment. 
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Background theory 

 The background theory chapter is meant to give the reader a theoretical basis of the case study research 

studies in software engineering. After reading this chapter the reader should easily understand how the 

research methodology has been implemented while solving the task at hand.  

Since case studies are a very wide area of research with a lot of tools for conducting the research, some 

limitations have had to be done, due to both time limitations on the research of the studied phenomenon 

and manpower. 

2.1 Case study research in software engineering 

Case studies are qualitative type of researches. The purpose of doing a case study is to study a phenomena 

e.g. a software development project while it is an ongoing process, to get a deeper understanding of it. 

This new deeper understanding is not based on stating relationships like in regular controlled experiments 

that derive from statistical facts, but more by exploring from a philosophical stand.  The phenomena that 

is in focus is supposed to be studied in its natural environment.  

Case study researches have different purposes depending on what the researcher is trying to achieve. Four 

different purpose classifications have been set for researches. These purposes are described in the bullet 

list that follows. [7]  

 Exploratory – Exploratory type of research is focused on understanding what is happening and 

trying to develop new hypotheses for further research in the domain. 

 Descriptive – Descriptive type of research is when the researchers are trying to illustrate a 

phenomenon as accurate as possible. 

 Explanatory – Explanatory type of research is attempting to find an explanation for an 

occurrence, bad or good, by stating causal relationships if possible. 

 Improving – Improving type of research is when factors that can improve some aspect of the 

phenomenon under the study are looked for. 

To get a complete understanding of the phenomenon it would obviously be necessary to conduct several 

case study researches to explore it from the standpoint of all four described purposes.  

 

The software engineering society is divided on the standpoint of using case study research methodology 

in its area of expertise. Even though in some cases the best research methodology would be case studies 

other types of researches are utilized, such as controlled experiments. [9] 
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Although there are critics of the case study research in the software engineering area, it is gaining 

popularity. This popularity is due to its benefits of providing greater understanding of specific researched 

real life phenomena. [10] 

There are three types of qualitative research that are used depending on the purpose of the case study 

research. The qualitative research types are positivist, interpretive and critical. [5] 

 Positivist – Positivist type makes an assumption that the studied phenomenon can be objectively 

studied and different properties can be measured. The objective of this study is to set theories to 

tests to get a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, much like an explanatory research. 

 Interpretive – Interpretive type is when researchers try to understand a phenomenon by collecting 

data such as descriptions from people that are experiencing the phenomenon. This type leans 

towards exploratory and descriptive researches. 

 Critical – Critical type is trying to find factors in the context of the phenomenon that are making 

it perform less than it is able to do. The purpose of identifying these factors is to eliminate them, 

like improving research type. 

To get good validity in a qualitative research it is important to utilize triangulation to view the studied 

phenomenon from multiple perspectives. [1] The kinds of triangulation methods that exist are  

 Data  – Data triangulation is when multiple sources of information are used to collect data. 

 Investigator  – Investigator triangulation is when there are multiple observers analyzing the data. 

 Theory – Theory triangulation is when multiple theories are used to analyze the data. 

 Method – Method triangulation is when different methods are used to collect data. 

 Environment – Environment triangulation is when using different locations, settings and key 

factors while collecting data. 
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Project specific theory and method 

This chapter contains an overview of more technical theory that is related to the development project. It is 

not related to conducting a case study but might be of interest for the reader to understand the application 

that was being developed. 

3.1 ASP.NET and MVC 

The technological development framework and architecture chosen to build the web application was 

Microsoft’s ASP.NET framework with MVC (Model-View-Controller) architecture. In this section the 

theory behind this framework and architecture will be presented to the reader. 

3.1.1 ASP.NET  

ASP.NET is a tool developed by Microsoft to bring together many of their technologies so that developing 

applications will take less effort and time than if the developer does all of it by him or herself. It is part of 

the .NET framework and gives access to the content of it when using ASP.NET.2 The .NET framework 

includes a wide range of technologies and presenting all of its content would not benefit this study. But 

the important parts of the framework that are implemented in this development project will be described 

briefly to give an understanding of the system.  

3.1.2 ADO.NET and Entity Framework  

ADO.NET is part of the .NET framework that gives the possibility to retrieve and update data in databases 

in multiple ways. It supports the languages that are supported by the .NET framework, has garbage 

collection, run-time compiler, object-oriented design and dynamic cache amongst many other built-in 

technologies. [8] 

Entity Framework is a collection of technologies put together to support data-oriented applications. 

Entity Framework abstracts the data models to a higher level and makes them easier to work with than it 

would have been if the developer did not have these abstractions. In what way this simplifies the 

developer’s work is that the developer can create object models and create the associations between the 

objects, the Entity Framework handles the mappings of tables to each other according to the specified 

associations. Data is accessed in the database through the use of LINQs (Language-Integrated Query). The 

queries creates objects that are handled by the Entity Framework. Entity Framework with ADO.NET 

makes the data access layer.3  Figure 3-1 illustrates the how the Entity Framework accesses data in the 

database. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Microsoft ASP.NET Overview. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4w3ex9c2(v=vs.100).aspx, Last Accessed 

November 2014. 

 
3 Microsoft, Entity Framework Overview. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/bb399567(v=vs.100).aspx, Last 

Accessed November 2014. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4w3ex9c2(v=vs.100).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/bb399567(v=vs.100).aspx
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Figure 3-1.  Illustration of Entity Framework architecture for data access. Used with permission form 

Microsoft. 

3.1.3 MVC architecture 

The model in MVC (Model-View-Controller) architecture contains the application’s core rules for its 

behavior and how the data can be manipulated. It also contains data access components that handle the 

database connections and changing data. The model has no knowledge of the behaviors the other layers. 

While the model sets all the business rules the view has no logic for data processing. Its purpose is to 

present the state of the model object that it retrieves from the model. When changes are made to the data, 

the view has to be notified and present the new state of the model object. The controller’s job is to take 

care of user requests to the model. It creates and processes objects that are requested by the view. [6] 

 

The MVC architecture creates a separation between the different parts of the application. It creates 

three different layers where each layer has its purpose and is separated from the other layer’s purposes. 

The separation into these different layers is applied because the logic in the separate layers is changed as 

the time goes by and different factors require changes in the logic in these layers. The layers require 

changes in the logic in different time intervals, the view tending to require changes more frequently than 

the model and the controller. The purpose of the separation is that when changes to a layer are required 

and do not affect the other layer’s logic of implementation then changes will be able to be applied to that 

layer only. [3] Figure 3-2 describes the structure of MVC. 
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As it can be seen in Figure 3-2 the Controller and the View are dependent on the Model, while the 

model is independent of both of them. The controller is dependent on the Model and the View. 

This sort of implementation is suitable for non-distributed desktop applications. Even though this 

implementation increases reusability of software components it is still too tightly coupled compared to a 

distributed system. [4]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2. MVC structure 

3.1.4 Microsoft’s implementation of MVC with ASP.NET 

Since the ASP.NET MVC web application is a distributed application, a Browser/Server (B/S) structure 

is used. Unlike the traditional Client/Server (C/S) structure where much of the work is done on the client 

side by a dedicated application, in B/S structure most of the work is done on the server side. This makes 

it in contrast to C/S implementation, unnecessary to have a dedicated client side application. The required 

software is the web browser that the user already has installed on his or her local system. The user gets a 

web page from the server that gets presented by the browser through running HTML and JavaScript. [11] 

Figure 3-3 shown below describes the lifecycle of an ASP.NET MVC web application with B/S structure. 

 

 

Controller 

View 

Model 
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Figure 3-3. ASP.NET MVC 5 application lifecycle. Used with permission form Microsoft. 

 

 As it was mentioned before and also can be seen in Figure 3-3, most of the work gets done on the server 

side, and what gets returned to the browser to be presented to the user is a view. But before the view gets 

created and sent back to the browser for rendering there is some work that has to be done on the server. 

The ASP.NET MVC web applications are using a layered architecture where there is a presentation layer, 

a business layer and a data layer. The presentation layer consists of the views and the controller classes, 

and the model classes are part of the business and the data layers. [2] Figure 3-4 shows a high level 

abstraction of an ASP.NET MVC web application’s structure. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 3-4. ASP.NET MVC web application structure. Used with permission form Microsoft. 
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Specific development project  

The development project that was being carried through while doing the case study research was to create 

a web application that works as an online social network. The idea was to put together a social network, 

as social networks are seen by common people today, with an online newspaper. 

It is meant that everyone will have the possibility to create an account and publish stories, but before 

the stories are obtainable to the public do they have to get approved by someone on the editorial staff. This 

is a way to ensure that the story is a good quality post and should be shared to the public.  

There are mainly two kinds of users outside the editorial staff. One is those who just want to take part 

of the published content without having to create an account, and the other one is those who want to 

contribute to the social network through creation of their own posts or interaction with posts created by 

other users. The second kind of user which are those who want to contribute need to create an account 

before they can start to contribute. 

4.1 Requirements elicitation 

In order to be able to carry out this study a requirements elicitation was to be done. This way the researcher 

could get acquainted with the project and the needs of the customer.  

The customer had an idea of a web application to fulfill the customer’s organization’s needs, but no 

requirements list. To be able to put together a requirements specification to follow a series of interviews 

had to be conducted with stakeholders.  

The participants of these interview belonged either to the board of the organization and would possibly 

work with the application in the future, or belonged to the editorial crew which will both create their own 

articles and moderate other user’s articles.  

When the interviews were done, a requirements documentation was put together and presented to the 

customer for validation. After the requirements validation stage was completed the development of the 

application started. 

4.2 User roles 

The user roles are anonymous user, regular user, post moderator and admin. Some user roles are derived 

from each other, this means that the derived role has the capabilities of the role that it is derived from and 

some additional role specific capabilities. The tree in figure 4-1 illustrates how these roles are derived. A 

user is not locked to a single role, users can have multiple roles assigned to them. In that case the user 

possesses all the capabilities that come with all the different roles. 
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Figure 4-1.  Tree that describes how the different user roles are derived. 

4.2.1 Anonymous user 

The anonymous user can be anyone that visits the web application. The anonymous user is anyone that 

does not have an account for the application yet or is not logged in at the moment he or she is visiting. 

As an anonymous user the visitor can see everything that has been published in the feed. The user can 

also use the categories to filter the content on the feed, but cannot save those chosen filters. That means 

that those filters will disappear as soon as the user leaves the web application. Anonymous users can also 

search for content in the application. The content that can be searched for is users with a registered accounts 

and published posts that have been approved by moderators. 

This user can also see the profiles of the registered users. On the user’s profile pages the user can see 

everything that that specific user have published.  

Even though the anonymous user can see all the published posts, he or she cannot interact with these 

posts.  

4.2.2 Regular user 

The regular user is someone with an account created for the application. Other roles that will be presented 

later on in this chapter can act as a regular user. Those roles are basically extended from the regular user. 

This means that they have all the capabilities of the regular user plus additional capabilities to affect the 

content of the application. 

The capabilities of the regular user account are listed in the following bullet list: 

 Create/edit/delete posts 

 Grade posts 

 Comment/uncomment posts and comments 

 Vote/unvote for comments 

 Save/delete content filters 

 Follow and unfollow other user accounts 

4.2.3  Moderator 

The moderator role is derived from the regular user role. This means that it has all the capabilities of the 

regular user role and the additional role specific capabilities that are listed in the following bullet list. 

 Edit posts by other users that are waiting to be approved for publication. 

 Approve posts that are queued for publication. 

 Delete posts that are queued for publication. 

Anonymous 

Regular 

Moderator Admin 
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The moderator role is assigned to a regular user by an admin. When being assigned this role the user is 

also assigned categories to moderate.  A moderator can have one or many categories to moderate. 

4.2.4 Admin  

The admin role is derived from the regular user. An admin has all the capabilities of the regular user and 

the additional role specific capabilities that are listed in the following bullet list. 

 Assign and remove assignment of roles to users. 

 Assign categories to moderate to moderators and remove assignment of categories. 

 Create and delete categories. 

 Create and delete subcategories. 

 Delete user accounts 

 Edit user accounts 
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Method 

In this method chapter we will be going through the different steps that were conducted to gather data for 

the case study. The work was conducted according to agile methods with continuous contact with the 

customer. The customer had full insight into the development process through continuous updates. The 

customer did not know computer programming, the updates were presented for the customer as functions 

were added to the application. 

5.1 Design implementation and data gathering 

Since the development was conducted according to agile practices there were successive implementation 

of functions to the application. These implementations were presented to the customer in an iterative 

manner to make sure that they met the customers’ expectations and get feedback. This way significant 

feedback was gather so that the project development and the case study could proceed to the next iteration. 

Using the iteration methods utilizes data triangulation as described in section 2.1. The data gathering 

methods applied were group interviews and user tests. Using multiple methods of data gathering results in 

method triangulation, section 2.1.  

5.1.1 Gathering data from group interviews 

Presentation meetings about the development of the application took place with about one month 

intervals. During these presentations the application in its current state was presented to the customer and 

a few other of the organization’s board members with interest in the product development. When the 

presentation was over thoughts were gathered from the participants through an unstructured group 

interview. 

What was interesting with these interviews was to find out if the functionality they just saw was 

according to the participant’s expectations. These interviews resulted occasionally in changes of 

requirements, new requirements or both. The questions that were asked during these meetings are shown 

in table 5-1  

 

Table 5-1. Questions the unstructured group interview 

Questions 

Are the functions that are implemented what you were expecting? 

If it was not what you were expecting, what was different from your expectations? 

Where should the focus for the development be until the next meeting? 
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5.1.2 Gathering data form user tests 

When the first half time of the case study was over an alpha version of the application was ready for user 

tests. The focus group for these user tests was people within the organization that have ordered the product. 

Some of the users were members of the board and have had good insight into the product development, 

others were part of the organization and will be working with the application in the future but had not seen 

the application earlier. The participants of the user tests tested the application from different places and 

systems. By tests being conducted in this manner environment triangulation was applied to the data 

collection, section 2.1. 

The participants of these user tests were supposed to perform tasks that represented the primary 

requirements of the application and answer a questionnaire to describe their experience of the application. 

There were a total amount of 50 people that got to see the application and take part in the user tests, 14 of 

these people chose to answer the questionnaire. The questionnaire was answered anonymously by the 

participants, but the total count of answered questionnaires tells that the people that chose to answer 

belonged to both groups, those that were already familiar with the application and those that got to see it 

for the very first time. Table 5-2 shows the tasks that were supposed to be performed and questions 

belonging to these tasks. 

 

Table 5-2. Tasks and questions for user experience tests 

Task to be performed Questions to be answered 

Before you register an account, try 

out the application as an anonymous 

user. 

 What was your first impression? 

 What do you think about the functionality? 

 Is something missing, redundant or peculiar? 

Create a user account.  Does it meet your expectations? 

Explore the left vertical menu, e.g. as 

a logged in user and as an anonymous 

user. Explore the categories. 

 What was your impression of it? 

 Is something working poorly? 

 If something is working poorly, what was 

working poorly? 

Try out the search function. 
 What is your impression of the search function? 

Create an article and upload a video 

or any other file. 

 How does it perform? 

Comment an article or file. 
 How does it perform? 

Try to like/dislike comments. 
 How does it perform? 

Try to visit a specific user’s profile. 
 How does it preform? 

Try to act as you “usually” would do 

on the internet while trying out the 

functionality, e.g. upload to the 

application, go to previous … 

 Is it working well? 

 Is there something that you would like to add 

about the functionality of the application? 

This task is assigned to those with 

admin role. It consists of two tasks. 

1. Assign roles to users 

2. Create and delete new 

categories 

 What is your view on how these tasks are 

performed? 
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5.2 Evaluation of collected data  

Since the purpose of the case study was to study the phenomenon in its natural environment, the gathered 

data had great importance for the development of the application. Therefore the data was evaluated and 

weighted in cooperation with the board of the organization to decide the evolutionary steps of the 

applications development. The requirements changed and some requirements were added during the way.  

The changes on the requirements led to changes that had to be made on the different layers of the 

application. In some cases the changes had to be applied to all layers to fulfill a requirement while in other 

cases to a specific layer to make it work as intended. 

The work as the developer and researcher was to develop the application and try to apply the requested 

changes by the customer. During the way of development and changes evaluate the theory behind the 

applied architecture and framework for development against the phenomenon in its natural environment. 

And by this evaluation try to find the answers for the research questions in the introduction chapter, section 

1.3. 

 

 

 

 





 

  
 
Result 

In this result chapter the reader will get to take part of the work and changes that were done during the 

iterations of the development process. These iterations are separated by the group interview meetings and 

the user tests that were conducted. 

The implementation of the classes to populate the database was done through Entity Framework code 

first migrations, where the classes were created with C# programming language. The Entity Framework 

did the work of creating the database tables and the mapping tables to each other according to the 

associations that were specified in the classes.  

6.1 Iteration 1: May 5th 2014 

Iteration 1 was where the research started and a lot of time went to setting the requirements for the system. 

When the requirements were set for the system the actual development work started. The implementation 

of functionality was according to the priority levels of the requirements, where those with higher priority 

got implemented first. 

The implemented model classes in this iteration were 

 Post  

 Audio  

 Image  

 Video  

 Comment  

 Grade 

 Categories 

Figure 6-1 shows the UI design implementation of the Home UI at the end of iteration 1, and figure 6-2 

shows Post UI. Not all the front- and backend functionality in the system requirements were implemented 

at this point. The Entity Framework code first migrations had created a data base with the entity 

relationship model (ERM) that is shown in figure 6-3. Appendix A.1 presents the data gathered from the 

customer about the development so far, and the development focus during the next iteration.  
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Figure 6-1. Application Home UI design after iteration 1.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-2. Application Post UI design after iteration 1.  
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Figure 6-3. Entity relationship model at the end of iteration 1. 

 

The group interview at the end of iteration 1 led to decisions about some changes that had to be 

implemented in the future. The changes that were of importance for the upcoming iteration 2 were 

changing the overall UI design from having one vertical menu to two vertical menus, one on each side of 

the screen, and already implemented functions would get improved. 

Additional plans were to continue gradually adding model items and implementing the new 

corresponding functionality to the application. As many as possible of the primary requirements would 

have to get implemented because the application in its state at the end of iteration 2 would go through user 

tests. More data from the group meeting can be found in Appendix 1, section A.1. 

6.2 Iteration 2: June 9th 2014 

Additional model items and corresponding functionality that were integrated into the solution during 

iteration 2 of the development project are the following 

 Comment thread 

 Fail 

 Win 

 Message 

 Message thread 

 Subcategory 

 WallyFilter 
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The model class Grade was removed from the solution. Figure 6-4 illustrates the new ERM that was 

created from the new associations. 

 

 

Figure 6-4. Entity relationship model at the end of iteration 2. 

As it can be seen in a comparison between the ERM models in iteration 1 and iteration 2 there were 

changes in the form of addition of new class objects, removal of class object and new associations for the 

class objects. Besides the classes that were crated and integrated to the solution, classes from ASP.NET 

were also integrated for the implementation of user roles. The new UIs that were implemented can be seen 

in figures 6-5 to 6-8. 
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Figure 6-5. Home UI after iteration 2. 

As it can be seen in figure 6-5 the filtering was implemented and the chosen categories are marked with a 

checked box illustration. When a category is hovered a new column does expand where a preview of a 

post within that category is presented and also subcategories of that category. 

It can be seen a top comment under the article post on the feed, the comment panel for that post is 

opened in the right column where the user can see all the comments of the post. The user can comment on 

the post from the panel in the right column. The comments can also be up or down voted in the feed or in 

the comment panel. The actions are implemented with AJAX calls to create a more dynamic UI. 

The search box is placed in the right column and the results of the search are presented as a new updated 

feed. The feed has infinite scroll implemented, which will load new posts as long as there are more post 

to load into the feed.  

 

Figure 6-6. Post UI after iteration 2. 
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Figure 6-6 shows the Post UI which is similar to the Home UI but the posts that are presented are only the ones 

by the logged in user. The user can edit the posts that are in the feed. In addition the user can have a conversation 

through messages with a moderator. The message panel is in the right column just as the comments. 

The Moderator UI is similar to Post UI with the difference that the post that are loaded into the feed 

are those that are waiting to be approved for publication so that they can be visible on the Home UI. The 

moderator can edit the posts and with additional action of approving the posts for publication. 

 

Figure 6-7. Admin UI after iteration 2. 

 

The Admin UI is presented in figure 6-7. The admin can search for users and edit their credentials or delete 

users. In addition to editing user credentials and deletion, the admin can assign users roles. Users can have 

multiple roles. The users that have the role of moderator can be assigned one or many categories to 

moderate.  

The admin can create, edit and delete categories. When editing categories the admin can add 

subcategories to the category or delete existing subcategories from it. 

 

Figure 6-8. Wally UI after iteration 2. 
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The Wally UI is similar to other UIs with the difference that all the posts are approved posts by a specific 

user. On the top of the feed there will be a description of the specified user in the future. It can be seen 

that the posts can be expanded to show the body text of the article in addition to title and subtitle of the 

article. This can be done for all the posts on all the UIs that presents posts. 

 

The application in its state at this stage started to get through user tests. This was to collect data from an 

additional source. The data that was gathered from the user tests was to decide the evolutionary steps of 

the development of the application. Additional information on thoughts from the board members about the 

application at this stage is in Appendix 1, section A.2. These thought did not immediately affect the next 

evolutionary steps to take. These would work in collaboration with the data gathered from the user tests. 

6.3 Iteration 3: July 14th 2014 

During iteration 3 user tests were conducted, no additional development strategy was set when it came to 

implementing new functionality, this was the result from the group interview at the end of iteration 2. 

These user tests led to discovery of bugs, and some bugs that were reported by testers were corrected in 

this iteration. In addition to the bug fixes additional improvements were implemented on the infinite scroll 

for post loading. 

Some new functionality was added to the application when requests from the customer came in. Class 

object PostGrade was added to the solution and corresponding associations were implemented to the model 

schema. Figure 6-9 illustrates the new ERM of the application. 

 

Figure 6-9. ERM after iteration 3. 

 

With the addition of PostGrade to the solution the functionality of grading post was added to the 

application. To be able to grade posts the users have to be logged into the application. Additional 

improvements were added to the controllers to improve the stability of the application. 
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Figure 6-10. Home UI after iteration 3. 

 

As it can be seen in figure 6-10 there were no major changes to the overall application layout. It can also 

be seen that post grading was implemented with a score between 1 and 5. The signed in users can grade 

posts. They have the possibility to re-grade posts also. No new grade gest added to the total count of grades 

when re-grading is applied but the grade added by the user gets an updated score from 1 to 5. During the 

iteration 3 most of the changes that were applied to the solution were done in the controllers, and some 

change to the model.  

At the end of iteration 3 a final group interview was conducted where the answers to the questionnaire 

for the user tests, Appendix B, were evaluated with the board members. This was to decide about the future 

development of the application, which fell out of time range of this research. What the board decided was 

important to begin with development wise based on the answers from the user test was to improve user 

experience, give the application a facelift to make it more appealing and continue on the stability 

improvements. Detailed information from the discussion about the answers to the questionnaire for the 

user test can be found in section A.3, Appendix A. 
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Discussion 

7.1 Result 

In the theory chapter section 3.1.3 it is stated that the purpose of the MVC architecture implementation is 

to separate the application’s structure into three types of components. These components being models, 

views and controllers. By doing this separation one are supposed to achieve a high level of code reusability, 

and to be able to apply changes to the application in a manner that if a component has to be updated and 

these changes do not affect other components, then those changes can be applied to that component only. 

The main objective of the architecture is to have loosely coupled components that are maintainable and 

replaceable.  

By studying the changes to the application during the iterations that are described in chapter 6 it can 

be seen that there were different kinds of changes that had to be implemented, the changes were according 

to the data that was gathered from the group interviews and the user tests. Those data are presented in 

Appendixes A and B. The changes that were done to the application from the initial development start to 

the end of iteration 3 were gradual integration of new components, changes to and removal of components, 

and bug fixes. All types of changes that were done were done to all three component types. Changes to 

the view components did not require any changes being done to the model components, but they might 

require changes to the controller so it manipulates the data retrieved from the model in the way the view 

requires it. While changes to model components required changes on both controllers and views if the 

business rules changed, since they are dependent on the model and not the other way around. Because 

neither the views nor the models care about how the controller manipulates the data as long as they get it 

the way they want it, changes to the controllers do not require changes to views or models. 

During the implementation’s first iteration setting the system requirement was taking most of the time, 

so by the end of the iteration not much of the desired functionality was implemented for the application. 

While during the second iteration most of the primarily requested functionality for the first alpha user tests 

was implemented. The third iteration included implementing some new functionality, debugging and 

system improvements. By studying the graphical presentations of the application’s interfaces and the 

ERM’s for the iterations and comparing them it can be seen that all types of changes that are mentioned 

earlier in this chapter were implemented. It shows that the MVC architecture fulfills its purpose for this 

application making it both maintainable and scalable. 

As section 3.1.4 shows Microsoft implements the MVC architecture in the .NET framework for web 

applications that are developed using ASP.NET MVC. With this implementation the majority of the work 

load is on the server side. By keeping all the MVC components on the server and simply returning a view 

to get rendered by the user’s internet browser the user does not have to install a dedicated client side 

application. This makes it easy for people to use the web application with different kinds of systems and 

devices, no matter how simple or complex and heavy the work that the application does is. 

Although the developed application is not an extremely complex and heavy load application it can be 

seen by studying the different iterations that are described in chapter 6, that the application’s complexity 

is growing gradually. It can also be seen that the growth of the application’s complexity does not change 

the requirements on the user’s system for using the application. This shows that the B/S structured 

implementation of MVC architecture used by Microsoft for ASP.NET applications in .NET framework is 

a good approach. It creates a web application with high accessibility.  
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7.2 Method 

This was a case study research to study the development of a web application with ASP.NET MVC 5 

architecture in a natural context of development of this kind. Case studies being qualitative type of 

researches where the goal is to get a deeper understanding of the studied phenomena required multiple 

sources and types of data. It is of importance to get a high validity into the research. For that reason 

triangulations was implemented to the data collection. The types of triangulations that were implemented 

to collect data were data triangulation, method triangulation and environment triangulation. The 

importance of what is being discussed here derives from the theory that was presented in section 2.1 of 

chapter 2. 

The data triangulation was achieved by usage of board members with good insight into the development 

process as one source for data collection, and other members of the organization with varying insight into 

the development process as another source. The board members were used for group interviews and user 

test, while the others were used for the user tests only. The data triangulation would likely have been better 

if the non-board members participated in group interviews too. But due to the nature of how the 

organization wanted to structure up about whom knew what at what stage, it was not possible to do. Nor 

would it have been possible in the early stages either since there was not much that they could have been 

interviewed about that was related to the application. Conducting group interviews at different occasions 

also contributes to data triangulation. 

The two mentioned data collection methods, group interviews and user tests, generates method 

triangulation. 

The fact that user tests were participated to by users trying out the application from various locations 

and whatever systems they used brings in a third triangulation method, environment triangulation. 

Unfortunately information about what systems and browsers they used to try out the application that might 

have been good additional data for this triangulation method was missed. 

Investigator and theory triangulation was not applied to the research, but the three implemented 

triangulation methods should be sufficient to create validity for the research. 

7.3 Future work 

The research was a case study of the implementation of a specific web application using the Microsoft 

ASP.NET MVC 5 framework for the development. Another feasible study might be to do the development 

of this same application but with other frameworks, e.g. Ruby on Rails.  

By doing that it would not only answer the research questions for this case study research, but it would 

be another type of comparing research were it might possibly answer the question “Which of these two 

frameworks is most suitable for developing applications similar to this one?”. 
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Conclusion 

The case study research has shown that using ASP.NET MVC 5 development framework with the MVC 

architecture is a combination that works well for developing an Internet based social network application. 

For a social network application to work as intended there has to be databases with needed data, different 

kinds of logic and representation of the results of the data and logics. That is handled well in ASP.NET 

MVC 5 by the separation of the architecture into the three layers Model, View and Controller. The Model 

sets the business rules and handles the business logic and the data transactions, the View is the presentation 

layer where the user sees the results of the requests that are made to retrieve data, and finally the Controller 

manipulates the data according to the requests from the View layer and according to the business rules. 

 

Demands on information sharing today is that web applications are supposed to be accessible from 

different types of systems and platforms. For this reason it is required that as little work as possible is done 

on the client side so that it enables higher levels of accessibility. By utilizing B/S implementation in MVC5 

most of the work is done on the server side and meets these demands. 

 

It is not always easy to foresee future trends in technology since it is an area that can change rapidly. 

But the MVC architecture where an application is separated into different layers and objects is a good 

standing ground for adapting to future changes of demands on information sharing. 

 

It is common that requirements are changing during a development process. Especially while working 

according to an agile manifesto where errors in a requirements specification can be caught in an early 

stage, or whenever additional requirements are set. Using the MVC architecture where the application is 

separated into layers that handle different kinds of logic makes it easier to apply changes to those layers 

to meet the new requirements.  

 

Sometimes changes on requirements are targeted for a specific layer in the MVC architecture and do 

not require changes on the other layers for the application to work as intended. By the separation of an 

application into three layers with the MVC architecture is it possible to apply changes only to the layer 

that the new requirements affect if they are not affecting the other layers.  
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Appendix A 
 
Data collection from group interviews 

This appendix contains information about what functionality that was implemented to the application, and 

the data that was collected during each interview. These interviews were conducted in Swedish and the 

data have been translated to English for the sake of the readers of this thesis report. 

 

In table A-1 can you see the main questions that needed to be answered for the data collection during the 

group interviews. 

Table A-1. Questions for the unstructured group interviews 

Questions 

Are the functions that are implemented what you were expecting? 

If it was not what you were expecting, what was different from your expectations? 

Where should the focus for the development be until the next meeting? 

 

A.1 Group interview May 5th 2014 

This meeting was to make a first demonstration of the application for the members of the board. All 

functionality that represents the primary requirements was not applied yet. Table A-2 show what was 

settled so far 

 

Table A-2. This table enlist what was done so far development wise 

Implementations  

 Implementation of the model for the database 

 Implementation of CRUD for posts 

 Implementation of search ability 

 Implementation of UI for Home and Post 

 Implementation of categories 

 

 

Table A-3 enlists the collected data from the participants of the group interview. 

 

Table A-3. Collected data from group interview May 5th 2014 

Answers  

 The creation of posts is working including the file upload and category assignment, but a 

text editor with more capability is needed instead of the current text input area. And 

addition of another input filed for subtitle is needed. 

 The same thing as above applies to editing posts also. 

 Deleting posts is working as intended, though decision has to be made about keeping the 

uploaded files that belongs to the post upon deletion or deleting them also. Legal 

department has to check that up before decision can be made. 
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 Basic search is implemented in a way that it searches for exact string in post texts and 

shows posts that contains the search string. Additional search criteria has to be decided for 

continuation of development on the search functionality. 

 There is no differentiation of posts presented in the different UI:s, Home and Post. 

Filtering has to be applied so that Home shows only posts that have been approved by a 

moderator for publication. Post UI will only show posts created by current logged in user.    

 Overall design of the application has to be changed from a single vertical menu on the left 

side to two vertical menus, one on each side of the screen. The left one will be for the 

filtering purposes and the right one for other purposes. 

 The focus until the next meeting will have to be to improve the implementation of the 

currently implemented functions, where it is possible to do so since decisions have to be 

made on some areas by the organization prior to further implementations. 

 Continue integrating functions that represent the prior requirements. As many of them as 

possible has to be implemented until the next meeting and presentation. Because that will 

be the application that alpha tests will run on by members of the organization. 

 

 

A.2 Group interview June 9th 2014 

This meeting was to make a first demonstration of the application for the members of the board. Still all 

functionality that represents the primary requirements was not applied yet, but most of it had been 

implemented. Table A-4 shows improvements and implementations since the meeting May 5th 014, 

implementations done by then are shown in table A-2. 

 

Table A-4. This table enlist what was done so far development wise 

Implementations  

 Implementation of ability to comment posts. 

 Implementation of ability to rate comments up/down. 

 Implementation of presenting top comment for each post. 

 Implementation of ability to add a message to post for the moderator and from moderator 

to post creator. 

 Improvements to post creation and editing according to data in table A-3. 

 Implementation of new UI:s. The new UI:s since last are Moderator, Admin and Wally. 

 Implementation of filtering of posts and functionality for Home, Moderator, Post and 

Wally UI:s. 

 Implementation of filtering posts on category selections. 

 Implementing auto save of filters on filter selection and clearing filters. 

 Implementing different user roles for the application. 

 Implementing infinite scroll on the UI:s 

 Implemented role assignment for the admin 

 Implemented creation/deletion of categories and subcategories in admin panel. 

 Implemented assigning moderation categories in admin panel. 

 Implemented carousel for switching between uploaded media for each post. 

 Implemented history check for users on what posts they have commented. 

 Implemented deletion in history 
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Table A-5 enlists the collected data from the participants of the group interview. 

 

Table A-5. Collected data from group interview June 9th 2014 

Answers  

 Commenting posts is working well for those who are logged in. But for those that are not 

logged in a prompt is needed to tell them to log in or create an account. 

 Rating comments is working fine for those that are logged in. A decision have to be made 

on what to do about users that are not logged in. 

 It’s good that a top comment is shown just below a post if the post has any comments. 

 Sending messages with the post is working well. A decision is needed about how to present 

messages to the users. 

 Still no decision about keeping or not keeping the uploaded files. No one has checked the 

legal issues yet. 

 Different filtering for each UI that shows posts is implemented.  

  Changes to the overall design have been implemented with two vertical navigation bars, 

one on each side of the screen, according to the information in table A-3. 

 The different UI:s are working as intended for each user/role. 

 The  filtering of posts and saving filters is working, but design improvements on extending 

panel that shows a preview post and subcategories is necessary. 

 Filter selection is being saved for the logged in users, clearing filters is also working. A 

next step on ability of saving multiple filters would be nice. 

 The different roles and their abilities is working for the application. 

 The infinite scroll is also working for all UI:s. But maybe a prompt at the end if there are 

no more posts to load? 

 Role assignment in the admin panel is working. 

 The creation and deletion of categories and subcategories is working well in the admin 

panel. 

 Assignment and un-assigning of different moderation categories to moderators is working. 

 The carousel to present the different media files belonging to the post is working but some 

graphical enhancements are needed to make it look good. 

 The history check to see which posts a user has commented is working, also deleting posts 

from history is working. 

 The next step will be to set the application as it is right now through a user test by the 

organizations associates to gather more data. And from there will different changes and 

additions be prioritized. The user tests will be conducted as soon as possible. Appendix B 

shows how the tests were conducted and the data collected from the user tests. 

 

 

A.3 Group interview July 14th 2014 

This meeting was to make a demonstration of the application and go through the answers of the user tests. 

Most of the requested requirements were implemented this time, but from then on improvements on them 

was the next step to take. The answers from the user tests was going to be a guiding tool to know what 

changes to prioritize and what to do next. Table A-6 shows improvements and implementations since the 

meeting May 9th 2014. 
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Table A-6. This table enlist what was done so far development wise 

Implementations  

 Improvements on the infinite scroll for auto loading new posts 

 Bug fixes that are reported during the user tests 

 Updates to model schema 

 Implemented post grading 

 Updates to the views 

 Updated the controllers for improvements 

 

 

Table A-7. Collected data on latest changes from group interview July 14th 2014 

Answers  

 The infinite scroll have improved, but still filtering for auto load of new posts on different 

views that shows posts needs to be implemented. 

 The bug fixes during the period where the user tests have been conducted have improved 

the stability of the application. 

 The post grading is working good, and as intended, but the visualization of it needs 

improvements to make it more intuitive for user to set grades on posts. 

 The updates on views have lifted more of the backend functionality to the frontend. It’s a 

positive trend to be heading on that direction. 

 Information collected from the group interview by going through the answers from the 

user tests can be seen in tables A-8 – A-17. 

 

 

Table A-8. This table shows the data for task B.1 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 There will be big facelifts on the frontend to make the application more appealing to 

people. That includes how the different details look to the overall design. UX test will be 

conducted for this purpose. 

 As it is at the moment, there will not be specific presentations of the people within the 

organization. Those will have profile pages just like other users/members.  

 Different backgrounds will be applied on specific categories, and if a filter with multiple 

categories is created then the application background will loop through the backgrounds 

of the selected categories. How that looping is going to be implemented is not decided yet. 

 There will be a lot of changes to the right menu that will correspond to the user’s actions 

both from a historical perspective, live actions and options. There are designs that shows 

how it’s going to look in the future. 

 There will be possibility to comment comments in the future, but with restrictions. A 

comment will be able to be commented only if its parent is a post and not another 

comment. 

 For the selection of top comment will be based on comments with most total votes and not 

posts with most up votes. The reason is that the one with most votes is the one that attracts 

most attention.  

 The width of each column will be decided through UX test in the future, but well use the 

width we have at the moment. 

 Through UX test we will try to make the applications UI as intuitive as possible in the 

future. Because there seem to be some misunderstandings about what things represent at 

the moment. 
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 How the comments are presented will be as it is now with top comment for each post right 

under the post, and all the comments for the post are loaded into the scroll panel in the 

right column. 

 The exact size of different texts and labels will be decided through UX tests. 

 All the names of different users on the application will be made to links that lead to that 

person’s profile page. 

 The 1-5 star grading for the posts have been decided by the members of the board. The 

reason is that it is more telling than just rating up or down.  

 The application will eventually be globalized with the function different local languages 

for the interface that can be decided by the user or automatically depending on where the 

user is. 

 This new design that differs from the original design is better suited for the intended 

functionality, and ability to add a lot mot functionality. The designs that were presented at 

first were setting some boundaries for functionality.  

 

 

Table A-9. This table shows the data for task B.2 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 There will be changes to the steps of account creation. The first obligatory step will be to 

choose username, password and register an e-mail. This will make the registration faster. 

The second step is that the new user gets to a page that one can add additional information 

about the new user, but this is optional and can be skipped and will at the same time 

confirm the creation of the new account. 

 The decision is made that there will not be requests of too personal information as e.g. 

SSN. 

 E-mail confirmation and welcoming e-mail will be implemented before the application 

goes public. 

 The UI for account creation will be more informative and intuitive with additional 

information that describes the steps added.  

 Implementation of registration with accounts from different social networks will be 

implemented in the future. But it is not prioritized at the moment. 

 How the anonymous publication of sensitive posts will be implemented is not decided at 

the moment. 

 There will be added distinct differences of UI for when a user is logged in and not.  

 

 

Table A-10. This table shows the data for task B.3 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 Differences will be applied to the filtering menu and the corresponding popup to make it 

more attractive, informative and intuitive. 

 The users will be able to see selected categories in an easy way by different color for the 

chosen categories from the unchosen ones. 

 There are misunderstandings about what the popup panel shows. UX test will help to make 

the filer menu more intuitive. 

 The categories will be inside a bow with scroll to make the categories fit in to the column. 
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Table A-11. This table shows the data for task B.4 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 The search criteria for the search function have been established to improve the search 

functions.  

 The search will look in the database for user’s names and posts containing the search 

string.  

 The results will be presented in two different groups on the popup column on the left side 

of the screen. 

 Each user result will be clickable to get to the user’s profile page. 

 Each post will be clickable to show a feed with only the chosen post. 

 A button that shows all the post results on the feed will be available. 

 If the search gives no result, then the user will be prompted about that. 

 The exact design to make it as intuitive as possible will be derived through UX tests. But 

the changes have to be implemented first and accessible from the UI. 

 

 

Table A-12. This table shows the data for task B.5 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 There will be major changes to how a post text is created. It should be more intuitive to 

people whom are new to creating and publishing texts. The design have to be a lot prettier 

also. Before these changes can be implemented a complete set of requirements for the post 

creator tool have to be created. 

 The accepted file types for upload have to be communicated to the users. 

 The functionality of adding additional media files to the post and removing files in edit 

mode have to be added.  

 When an input error occurs then the user should not have to choose the files once again.  

 The possibility of a live preview of the post that is under creation will be looked into when 

the requirements for the new post creation tool are set and implemented. 

 Prevention of posting scripts to the application through the post creation tool will be 

implemented. It is prioritized for security reasons. 

 Video compression and encoding will be implemented to match html5-video criteria and 

improve accessibility. 

 

 

Table A-13. This table shows the data for task B.6 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 The commenting works as it is intended at the moment. But the possibility to comment 

comments will also be implemented. But it will be limited to commenting comments that 

have a post as parent and not a comment. 

 The design of the discussion thread ad presentation has to be more inviting to discussion 

than it is now. 

 The new comment shows as soon as possible in the conversation thread in the right 

column, but it doesn’t update the post that it belongs to in the feed. The page has to be 

reloaded for it to show as a top comment if it doesn’t have one already. Changes has to be 

made so it updates the post on the feed also. 

 Each comment thread will be able to have followers. Post and comments that has posts as 

parents can have comment threads. 

 



 

Table A-14. This table shows the data for task B.7 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 The top comment is selected by the comment with most votes and not the one with most 

up votes. Maybe this have to change to meet the assumptions of the users. But it will have 

to be tested in UX test before any changes are applied. 

 Unvoting is done by clicking the same button again. Some misunderstanding seems to be 

there about how to do that.  

 Nothing have been decided about the ability to see who’s and how a user have been voting. 

But it’s leaning to it being that way.  

 

 

Table A-15. This table shows the data for task B.8 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 All the names of user that can be seen on the application will be links that leads to that 

specific user’s profile page. 

 A profile page layout according to the designs that are created will be implemented. 

 One will be able to follow and unfollow users from their profile page. 

 Users will be able to edit their own profile page from there. 

 Profile pages will include picture and presentation of the user, and show the post that are 

created by that user. 

 

 

Table A-16 This table shows the data for task B.9 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 Nothing new that hasn’t been brought up while discussing the prior task is mentioned here. 

 

 

Table A-17 This table shows the data for task B.10 (Appendix B) 

Data  

 The needed functionality is there for the admin panel. Though some modules have to be 

extended and enhanced. 

 In the future a module for creation of sponsor ads is needed in the admin panel. 

 For moderation of posts it has to be looked into so that human error of approving post that 

should not be approved gets eliminated. Approving will have to be easy but not in a manner 

that raises the possibility of making a mistake. 
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Appendix B  
 
Data collection from user tests 

This appendix presents the tasks performed by the users that participated and the questions 

answered by them for the data collection. The questions and answers were in Swedish and later 

translated to English for the purpose of this study. There has been an attempt to make these 

translations as exact as possible. 

B.1 Before you register an account, try out the application as 
an anonymous user. 

The questions for the first task were answered by 12 of the participants. 

 

Table B-1. This table enlist the questions for task B.1 

Questions  

 What was your first impression? 

 What do you think about the functionality? 

 Is something missing, redundant or peculiar? 

 

 

Table B-2. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-1. 

Answers  

 It looks good! Even though front end isn’t finished yet it still looks appealing. 

 A bit monotonous, reminds too much of a common blog. It would be nice if it 

had some presentations/biographies of people within the organization, a 

presentation of the organization etc. But those things will be fixed eventually. 

Different backgrounds depending on the categories, one for Sports and one for 

Culture etc. 

 My first thought was “What do I do now?”, but after clicking around a little bit 

you understand that it is quite easy. It’s difficult to say what’s missing or 

redundant this early, that’s what it feels like.  

 I think that there should be row above with search, home, login and menu. 

Create new should be more distinctly marked. Maybe move the whole category 

menu to the right a bit? Just a thought. I don’t think that history is needed since 

you have it in your internet browser already. 

 I like that the skeleton of what we’re trying to achieve is there: checkmarks for 

the categories as you click on them for example. Though I miss comments to 

each other: i.e. commenting a specific comment isn’t working. It also seem 

difficult to get an overview of all the comments? I also notice that comments 

noted as top comments are not always the comments with most up votes. 

 I don’t understand the digit on the upper left corner of the posts, what does it 

stand for? The form of the posts looks good, good size, airy, I like how you 

open and close them. Maybe a bit too large titles when I give it a thought.  
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 Design have to be applied. Clicking on the subcategory Football – Error. On all 

not all is shown – e.g. Genier slår till igen “Som luft”. Can’t click on a user’s 

name on a post. History should be shown when you’re in the discussion module. 

  

o Positive: the functionality is there, top comment, really nice with the 

ability to activate different categories that you want to see.  

o Missing: ingress for the texts, in the right column should there be a 

distinct separation between the different sections so it doesn’t get 

confusing, no “Create New”-post in the feed, no ability to link to a 

specific post. 

o Redundant: 1-5 grade instead of up/down-vote. 

o Peculiar: What does the digit in the upper left corner stand for? Why 

the authors name directly under? Why can I see “Menu” even though 

I’m not logged in? What is history? 

o Suggestions: Change “Comments” to “Conversation”, you should be 

able to up/down-vote a comment for it to be a “top comment”. 

 Messy, absent UX, what is popping up when you hover a category? 

  First impression, if I don’t consider that the site is a test, is that it looks vastly 

unprofessional and clumsy. Functionally could it be a lot more “smooth” than 

static and stiff. Pop-up windows for the different categories looks very peculiar, 

I’d rather see the column as a row on the top instead of a column on the left. 

The first thing that I reacted on was that the post column should be wider. Right 

now is the text very compact. Alternatively a wider text area or two columns in 

“the box”. Visually is the application on the demo-site better looking and 

according to the plan, and in the designs we’ve showed people. Even the info 

video we’ve created. 

 Why is it in English? “Create new” what? A header in the beginning (may 

possibly disappear on scrolling with a short description of what the site you’re 

in poses. “Scroll down for quality content” etc. Digits and stars at the same 

time? What means? (Clicked and realized that it was possible to grade, clarify 

more that it’s clickable. 

 It works good and smooth, very fresh site and easy to handle. The only thing 

missing is layout improvements a bit. 

 

 

B.2 Create a user account 

The question for this task was answered by 12 of the participants. 

 

Table B-3. This table enlist the questions for task B.2 

Question 

 Does it meet your expectations? 

 

 

Table B-4. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-3. 

Answers 

 Creating an account worked well but I think that you should get a confirmation 

about that an account was created alternatively that you get redirected to a 

“Logged in” site. 
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 Stable and easy. Though it would be good if one possibly had to give personal 

number (Swedish version of social security numbers) since one wants to know 

more about the user who will possibly upload things. There’s a risk that 

someone would want to mess etc. 

 I guess for now you can write anything as an email address etc. I can’t find any 

“profile page” for myself when I’m logged in! And, should one be able to just 

create a profile anyway?  

 No welcome template? 

 Neat! Though not clear on what’s allowed as username/password: are we going 

to have some limitations, and in that case should that be written somewhere! 

 It seems to work fine, got an account instantly. Didn’t know what to write in 

the box “description something”, so I didn’t write anything, but it worked 

anyhow. What’s meant to be input there, the whole text wasn’t visible. Then 

would I like to have a persona profile page. 

 Works – on meetings we have talked about improvements that have to be made. 

Profile text isn’t visible when you go in to a user’s profile page. I would like to 

be able to click on myself to go to my own profile – like in the outline.  

   

o Missing: Facebook registration 

o Redundant: Profile description, can be filled in wen the registration is 

completed (it requires that you think a little, but when you register you 

want it to be quick). Good otherwise. I think that usernames are so that 

one can write “anonymous” posts, e.g. if one writes about a sensitive 

subject. May we should remove usage of usernames and instead just 

have names, and that we have a checkbox like “I would like to post 

this content anonymously”? 

 OK. What happens if I state an erroneous e-mail? 

 Easy and neat. Though it feels a bit funny that the “account box” takes so much 

space on the right side of the website. 

 Clicking first on login (most often might it be so that you login via Facebook 

and then register an account). Unclear about what profile description means. 

Maybe choose from available categories? After getting logged in nothing 

changed on the site, which. More distinct contrast between logged in and logged 

out aspect. E.g. maybe sidebar on the right only containing a fat login create 

account area and about the organization and nothing else before you login and 

unlock the functionality of the account. 

 It went superb! 

 

 

B.3 Explore the left vertical menu, e.g. as a logged in user and 
as an anonymous user. Explore the categories. 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants. 

 

Table B-5. This table enlist the questions for task B.3 

Questions  

 What was your impression of it? 

 Is something working poorly? 

 If something was working poorly, what was working poorly? 
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Table B-6. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-5. 

Answers 

 Sometimes when all categories were shown and I clicked “All” I did get to an 

error page. 

 Easy, same answer as on the first question. 

 To login seems to do what it’s supposed to, even clicking around amongst the 

categories (besides that I get an error when I try to go from the search function 

to the “All” category. 

 I get a server error site when I click on a subcategory like e.g. Series under TV. 

I think one should have some sort of difference in shade on the subcategory so 

that one understands where to hold the mouse without the row disappearing, 

would look more neat. One should see that one “check” the categories before 

one click on them, show an empty box for each one from the beginning. 

  That works also as it should, as I mentioned before the checks for the categories 

well done and work as they should. Noticed also that when I go to “history” the 

posts that one have created are shown and also posts created by others. Not all 

but others but some of them. Super weird bug! Logged also in from a computer 

used by someone else that have tested the site: even though I was logged in on 

my own account did I see the other user’s posts when I clicked “My posts”. 

 It worked well. But when I click the category IT, then I have to click on the 

pop-up again, I think that the post should show up instantly in the feed. 

 I want to be able to check subcategories, not only choose them. Not everything 

is showing. “Genier slår till igen “Som luft”” doesn’t show neither when I check 

all categories or ALL button. Is there only as preview when I hover Politics. 

 Keep it simple: remove the whole column that show up when one hover a 

category. It doesn’t contribute much, and while the menu will show up fine on 

the mobile phone the hover column won’t work. Remove it! (The subcategories 

can be presented under the parent, in a little lighter color.) 

 How does it scale if one have e.g. 200 categories? That pop-up when one hover 

categories is still incomprehensible.  

 As I wrote on the first question the whole menu feels mighty clumsy. When 

one keep the mouse pointer over a category or click a way too big column for 

the description of the category shows up. 

 When one makes a search for something that doesn’t exist no notification of 

that shows up. 

 Everything works as it should! 

 

 

B.4 Try out the search function 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants. 

 

Table B-7. This table enlist the questions for task B.4 

Questions  

 What was your impression of it? 

 Is something working poorly? 

 If something was working poorly, what was working poorly? 
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Table B-8. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-7. 

Answers  

 It seems to work. Although I didn’t find anything I searched for. Not enough 

material. 

 Don’t get that much, difficult to assess as a result of not much material to search 

for. 

 Doesn’t seem to work at all! (look above) 

 Seems to work pretty poorly. Have tried searching for words that I know are in 

the titles of some posts like, bon, bon iver, bild, test, 20mb. Upon which test 

was the only one that gave any result, but no post had test in the title… But the 

Bon Iver post showed up then… 

 A little choppy: if you search for a specific user sometimes a comment created 

by that user shows up, if one searches for someone that one ones have published 

then it doesn’t show up, and nothing shows up when one search a specific word 

in for example a title either. Searched for namnmoch and got a totally unrelated 

article! So altogether, not so good? 

 No, it doesn’t seem to work. I searched for “genier på gala”, because I knew 

that that post existed, but there was only a bland site. Searched for users also, 

but nothing, only white. 

 Searching for eric – it pulls out American. Very imprecise. Capital letter Eric – 

nothing shows up. I want to see users, posts amongst search suggestions. 

 Not at all? For me it gets only white. 

 Doesn’t work. 

 There is nothing that shows up when I’m searching. I tried to search for the 

titles of the existing test articles. 

 If one searches for something that doesn’t exist no notification of that shows 

up. 

 Works well! 

 

 

B.5 Create an article and upload a video or any other file 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants. 

 

Table B-9 This table enlist the questions for task B.5 

Questions  

 How does it perform? 

 

 

Table B-10. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-9. 

Answers  

 After a little bit of searching I did find “Create new”. That button should be 

bigger and more visible. 

 Unclear about how one does, didn’t get it really. 

 It seems to work well, some bugs in the writing tools (e.g. if one does a bullets 

in the text, and later want to write as usual, then the whole list disappears. 

 Images seem to work, but the video that I uploaded wasn’t in the in the post 

later… One can’t upload another file later on after one has created the post and 

are going to modify it. Then “choose files” box have disappeared. 
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 Every time that there’s an error like if I haven’t input enough characters, then 

the chosen files disappear from the upload. Space counts as a character, which 

means that one can write shorter subtitles if one throws on a few spaces. Got a 

big error when I tried to visit “All”. My posts didn’t have to pass through 

approve-process but showed up immediately,  

 The box where one put stuff gets cut off by the panel on the right, I see therefore 

only half of the text that I’m trying to publish. I would have wanted to upload 

an image also which I did, but it didn’t show when I eventually had clicked 

upload, and when I was going to edit the article to add an image then that option 

was removed – which means can’t add an image. Though it worked fine to 

upload an image. 

 It worked! But instead of my username, my real name shows. Did also not 

understand the box post/publish. Can’t find my post in the feed, so I guess that 

my post has to be approved first. Somewhat unclear. 

 The body text got as large as the title, that was wrong. I wanted to add an image 

in to the text – but the box where one is supposed to add an image only gave 

me three empty fields to write some link into -  didn’t get it. The whole textbox 

was larger than the area, so half of it was hidden under the right panel. I posted 

it without post publish – then I  see it on the top and when I scroll down can I 

see all other posts under it. As if it was published anyway. And there are more 

stuff than my own. 

 I would like to see a preview of an image as soon as I choose the file. Under 

PostText, it is really nice with a real text editor. Very good! What is 

PostPublish? Scary not knowing if one should check it or not. Messages were 

nice. There should be a way of getting notifications if one got a comment too. 

 So-so! I could write JavaScript in the editor and it got posted to the site. It’s 

extremely bad since I could (in less than 10 seconds) lock out xxxx from the 

site. Which file formats should one upload? I can guess but not sure that people 

knows. How do one do with videos? Does it encode the video to all (3 types) 

that are needed to make html5-video? 

 I didn’t succeed with uploading anything. 

 There was a maximum length for the text in sub :S And the text goes outside 

after a certain length. 

 

 

B.6 Comment an article or file 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants. 

 

Table B-11 This table enlist the questions for task B.6 

Questions  

 How does it perform? 

 

 

Table B-12. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-11. 

Answers  

 It went very good! No fuzz! Though the option of being able to edit ones 

comment should be there. 

 Felt easy and clear. 
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 The chat box comes up and works fine. Giving stars to articles doesn’t seem to 

work (could only grade my own!)  

 I think that when the comments come up on the right side, the oldest should be 

on top, because it’s like that on Facebook and on all forums. 

 Works well! 

 Had to reload the page before the comment showed. 

 When there are several comments then I don’t see where my comment gets 

posted (furthest down). I want it to scroll down to my answer. I want to flip the 

thing – with the box where you write on the bottom - just like chats we’re used 

to like on Facebook and so on. It’s like on YouTube at the moment, but I believe 

in reversed placement. I click on Wally next to the name – then I get scrolled 

up to the top of the site. Is it to show which post the comments associate? I’m 

unsure about that Wally should be there, next to the name. I refer to designs. 

 It worked fine. The background of the chat window should be a different color 

than white so that one understand when it’s empty. Plus that it should be a text 

area instead of a text field. 

 Didn’t understand how to do it first. Figured it out later. It’s not good that it’s 

not intuitive.  

 It went good, but the comment field is very shady in the right column. We need 

a more alive and inviting comment field that invites to discussion. 

 The gray are is not used. Write directly in a chat box that don’t pop up 

somewhere else. 

 It works to comment but it doesn’t show directly.  

 

 

B.7 Try to like/dislike comments 

Questions for this task were answered by 13 participants. 

 

Table B-13 This table enlist the questions for task B.7 

Questions  

 How does it perform? 

 

 

Table B-14. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-13. 

Answers  

 It works very well! 

 Works. 

 It works fine! 

 Yes box! 

 It was possible to grade my post at two different occasions. 

 It works also. Should one be able to see who’s liked it, like on Disqus?  

 Yes, it worked. But I’d like to make it “undone”, e.g. if I accidently 

liked/disliked. 

 Yes, but the page should be updated to show new top comments. Have had 

problems specifically with top comments, they haven’t turned out as I thought 

when I’ve up/down voted. 

 Should one be able to up vote their own comments? Otherwise did it work very 

good, I like the red/green color when you’ve done something. 

 Yes. 
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 It works. 

 Up voting comments visual on the feed is not working. 

 It works, takes a little bit of time. 

 

 

B.8 Try to visit a specific user’s profile 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants. 

 

Table B-15 This table enlist the questions for task B.8 

Questions  

 How does it perform? 

 

 

Table B-16. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-15. 

Answers  

 It went very neatly! It would’ve been nice if one could add a short presentation 

on top of the page before all posts. 

 Neatly, one get directly to the user. 

 Its profile shows up, material that the user have uploaded shows up.   

 One can see above all the posts who’s created it, that text should be a link to 

the user but it isn’t. Can only click forward to a user via the person’s comments. 

 Doesn’t seem to be able at all? No direct link by people’s names or such. 

 I think that one should be able to click the name of the creator of the post, right 

now is it only possible to click the ones who’s commented. Good that you get 

to their posts then. 

 Profile text and image doesn’t seem to work. 

 One can’t click on an author of a post – make all names clickable. On user’s 

page, I don’t think it’s done … 

 It doesn’t work. Couldn’t understand how. Is it implemented? 

 It works, well that prior articles by the user shows up. 

 Doesn’t clarify that it’s a user. Maybe mark the posts in some way. 

 Yes.  

 

 

B.9 Try to act as you “usually” would do on the internet while 
trying out the functionality, e.g. upload to the application, 
go to previous 

Questions for this task were answered by 12 participants.  

 

Table B-17 This table enlist the questions for task B.9 

Questions  

 Is it working well? 

 Is there something that you would like to add about the functionality of the 

application? 
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Table B-18. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-17. 

Answers  

 It feels stable and very good. I’m really looking forward to this. 

 Returning to the first question, the idea is good but too “boring” so far. 

 It seem to work as it’s intended, difficult to say if one should add anything right 

now. 

 Yes, but when one tries to drag the window to the side of the screen if one e.g. 

wants to have two windows open at the same time then everything on the page 

disappeared. Also thought about that there’s a small gray box above all the posts 

with a number in it. What is that? I can neither find how to see my profile. I can 

visit “my posts” but then I don’t see my profile description or my header image. 

Where can one upload header/edit profile text? If one goes to a page where 

there’s only one post then the scrollbar on the right side only when one clicks 

expend on the post, which makes the whole page jump a little bit to the left 

which isn’t very pretty … 

 Nothing that I can come up with now! 

 Nothing to add that I haven’t already written. Works very good for being a first 

version. 

 Videos load very slowly – compression function? 

 “Moderate” doesn’t seem to work, leads to a login page. Moderate and admin 

can’t I get onto this I don’t have the permissions – so they should not be visible. 

A little unclear about what “History” shows – my last comments show, but not 

the posts that I’ve created. 

 When one create an article and choose an image but input something wrong 

then one should not have to choose the file again. 

 Usual internet functions work correctly. 

 User based moderation. Read essay  

 It works. I would like to add the functionality to modify ones “page”. 

 

B.10 This task is assigned to those with admin role. It consists 
of two tasks. 1) Assign roles to users 2) Create and delete 
categories 

Questions for this task were answered by one user. 

 

Table B-19 This table enlist the questions for task B.10 

Questions  

 What is your view on how these tasks are performed? 

 

 

Table B-20. This table presents the answers for the questions in table B-19. 

Answers  

 It’s been working usually: as a moderator have I got a list of waiting posts. But 

xxxx’s posts have I had problems with. They haven’t showed up for me. 

Moreover are they shown sometime on the page as published, but no one seems 

to have published them. I want to be able to approve directly by the post, to be 

excused of the “edit”-button. To search for users should not be case sensitive. 

To be able to change the ordering of categories and subcategories. 
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